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Star�ng Bid $3,050.00

Retail Value $3,695.00  2 Available  

Heart of Tulum 

Six days and five nights in a luxury condo in the heart of trendy Aldea Zama

Two bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms accommodate two couples or one family; 

Step into your beachy-chic oasis with 6 days, and 5 nights for 4 guests in the exclusive Aldea

Zama community in Tulum. This eco-conscious boutique retreat inspires nature with a stunning

minimalist design and natural, earthy tones that blend organically with its lush jungle

surroundings. 2 peaceful en-suite bedrooms feature comfortable amenities, while your open

living space harmonizes a seamless flow to your private outdoor plunge pool.

Find tranquility as you stroll through the manicured jungle trails of your quiet and upscale gated

community. Experience nature and serenity on the rooftop as you lounge in the stunning infinity
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community. Experience nature and serenity on the rooftop as you lounge in the stunning infinity

pool perched over the trees. When you’re ready to explore, the very best of Tulum surrounds you.

Included in this trip are 4 tickets to Casa Tortugas Cenote where you will have guided access to 4

incredible cenotes.

Mayan ruins and more cenotes are just a short drive away. Sip tequila and savor world-class

dining at every meal. Enjoy the picturesque white sand beaches that offer the most Instagram-

worthy photo ops. This trip offers the relaxation you can only dream of, and will renew your

energy to live your best life.

Experience Includes:

6 days, and 5 nights in a luxury condo in the heart of trendy Aldea Zama

2 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms accommodate 2 couples or 1 family

4 tickets to Casa Tortugas Cenote, includes access to 4 cenotes, guide and life vest.

*Additional tickets and upgrades available for purchase. Location is a 10 minute drive.

Private plunge pool and outdoor alfresco shower

Access to Luum Zama, a gated resort community

Access to amenities including the exclusive Tuuch Spa & Restaurant, a rooftop infinity pool

and grill

Walkable to upscale dining, spas, shopping, nightlife, and more

Short drive to world-class beaches and famous Mayan Ruins

1 house cleaning during the stay


